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Lundgren, Knorr

Lundgren, Knorr is a player character played by Nacho Man Grande.

Lundgren, Knorr
Species & Gender: Male Minkan

Date of Birth: 30日 9月 YE 20
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: ranger

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

He is a slightly lighter shade of brown with black curly hair that is kept with the sides and back faded. The
top of his hair always kept somewhere between 2.5 to 3 inches. He has sharp nordic facial features, a
relatively strong jaw, and high cheek bones. His eye color is a dark brown, though looks just pure black in
most lighting situations. He stands at about 5’7” and weighed 170. His muscles larger and more defined,
though this was just due to his Minkan body.

Personality

Knorr is a strong willed, ambitious, go getter who is always determined to reach his goals. This can also
be negatives as he can be hard headed and stubborn, similar to a donkey. He is very analytical in his
decision making, thinking of possible outcomes and figuring which is more ideal for him. As he is very
logical, it can be hard for him to empathize with people. He struggles somewhat with large groups of
people, though it has gotten better since joining the rangers. In smaller groups however, he is just fine
and can even flourish. Knorr has always been very confident, which just boosted after he joined the
rangers. Overall, he is easy to get along with, though his humour especially can take an acquired taste.
The biggest driving factor in his life right now is to rank among the best soldiers in the Empire. Aside
from that, there is always the coveted officers cap that any new recruit would aspire too.

History

Knorr was born on Planet Yamatai as a Geshrin in the YE 20. Both of his parents were scientists before
the creation of SSS. Once it was created, they made a sort of lateral move that eventually became a
promotion for them. They obtained an upper mid level pay grade within the organization, so they were
better off than most other families. Because of this, Knorr and his family transitioned to Minkans early on
in his life. Their parenting mostly revolved around the education Knorr received. They dreamed of him
going down in history as one of the planet’s greatest scholars. As a young child, Knorr was kept away
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from most trends, his parents making sure he didn’t gow a dependency on outside stimuli. Due in part to
their guidance, and Knorr’s own ability, he quickly proved himself to be smarter than most other kids.
This trend followed him all throughout school, always ranking high among his classmates. As he was
nearing his end of secondary school, he was aiming to attend the main university on the planet. One day,
he had left to attend a sort of orientation for potential students.

Once on campus however he ran into a couple of recruiters from the Star Army. The charismatic soldiers
managed to rope Knorr into a conversation about the history and benefits of joining the Star Army. At
first, Knorr wasn’t interested and made clear he was too young to enlist. The recruiters continued, maybe
they just felt the need to educate a young person on the Star Army, or maybe they had to meet some
sort of quota. Whatever the reason, they went on long enough to mention being a ranger.

Before this point, Knorr had never thought about joining the Star Army, especially as a ranger. Something
about the prospect just clicked with him however. After his conversation with the recruiters, he never
made it to that orientation. Instead he went home to research everything about the infantry and the Star
Army. He decided to bring the idea to his parents who initially didn’t support it. After a very long
discussion, they only agreed with the idea after a stipulation was created. Jason had to leave the Star
Army after three years if he didn’t pass ranger school. He agreed, and soon after he put in his paperwork
to the recruiters.

Following his 20th birthday, and graduation from high school, he met with the same recruiters from
months before to enlist. He was sent off to Basic within the month. At first, he found it sort of jarring, as it
was completely different from his home life. After the first two weeks, he adjusted to the life and made
his aspiration clear. During this time, he transitioned into a military issue Minkan that made it easier to
perform his duties. Ranger school was one of the hardest occupations to break into and only the best
were selected. Fortunately, Jason found himself in ranger school after Basic, proving to be one of the best
recruits. Every day he woke up, it was like a living in a dream.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Lundgren, Knorr is connected to:

His Father Rolf His Mother Ebba His Sister Anne His Best Friends Luke, Edward, and Dolph

Inventory & Finance

Lundgren, Knorr has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
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Lundgren, Knorr currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by nacho_grande on 03, 09 2019 at 11:36 using the Character Template Form.

In the case nacho_grande becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Knorr Lundgren
Character Owner Nacho Man Grande
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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